
Across
3. Death in prison. ex) an inmate that committed suicide is in prison slang said to
have…?
4. Punishment that requires the offender to pay the victim or society back for the
harm or loss suffered. ex) making a person paint over spray paint that they
vandalized with
6. A statement prepared by a crime victim or the victim’s family describing the
harm done or the loss suffered as a result of the offence. ex) Mr. Fitton had to
write a statement after he was assulted by Bob
8. Punishment combined with treatment and training to help offenders function in
society. ex) providing prisoners with an education
9. A punishment imposed on a person convicted of committing a crime. ex) 25
years in prison
11. Brief release from custody for community service or personal reasons. ex) Bob
was temporarily released to attend his daughters funeral
13. A report describing the mental history of the offender. ex) orientation,
memory and concentration
14. Release of an inmate on a promise of good behaviour, into the community
before the full sentence is served. ex) Bob got released 6 months before his full
sentence was served
16. Returning to crime after release from prison. ex) Bob robbed a bank again
after being released
17. A sentence that allows a person to live in the community under the supervision
of a parole officer. ex) Bob violated his probation by not attending a scheduled
meeting with his probation officer
19. A judgment that is not carried out provided certain requirements are met. ex)
if Bobby follows the agreement to the conditions of probation or the completion of
a drug treatment program he can get two years off his sentence
20. A sentence served on weekends and at night. ex) Bob has to go to work to
provide for his family so he serves his sentence on weekends and at night.

Down
1. Circumstances that may decrease the severity of the sentence. ex) someone
may not have enough money to pay a ticket so the judge may allow a longer period
of time to pay it off
2. A criminal who serves time for one conviction after another. ex) 2 years on top
of 7 years
5. A sentence that withholds a privilege for a specified period or a life time. ex)
He is not allowed alcohol or drugs because that’s what causes bad behaviour
7. Imprisonment for a specified period. ex) 5 years in prison
10. Punishment to avenge a crime, ensuring that offenders suffer the consequence
of their actions. ex) After Bob robbed someone he was sent to prison
12. A place for the confinement of people accused or convicted of a crime. ex) he
was sent for 5 years
15. To be served at the same time. ex) he is serving his 2 year and 7 year prison
sentence together
18. The setting aside of a persons record of conviction. ex) If Bob helped the
authorities find the mastermind to robbing the bank with him, he could be
absolved of the conviction
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